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Algorithm: -Choose 4=1, If awe f frequencyof most common
elementFew in input.

I Primal(5 for set cover LP:
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Algorithm 15.2(set Cover via Primal-dualSelena)C Bar.yehuda, free, 1981]
_

set all Xi=0 andy5=0.(not primal feasible!)20 Untilall elements j covered:
Pickan uncovered element jï

Raise Yjuntil some setg ons_ "tight".

x we say sis "tight'!

Pick alltight sets in the coverand update Exit accordingly.
Declare allelements inthe tight sets covered\

set cover axil.



Analysis. -Runtime
in ! each time run loop, we come at least then element.

00. titrations is poly (101).
Correct: -Dr try returns valid set coversince continues looping

so long as ] uncovered elements.
-Note Xieco,13 t i.Eintegnl sol!!
-Also dial feasible solonsince stop increasing

any T;as soon as a set goes tight.
Approximation achieved:_ claim: Algorithm achieves fapproximation.

If/By step 20, we satisfy prices. Condition.
Dual S.S. condition satisfied trivially by any, ïvalid set cover.

suppose dog returnspinfolding solons (x, y).
By Prop18.51, S
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Q: Is our analysis tight?
A: Yes!

consider set system:

in
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went I-element sets,each costof 1.

4 1 (nth-element set, cost he for any Ä70.
OPT= he (pick biggest-set!)

Orr by:I If it picksen is first iteration and raises
Yenland all(by-element sets will go tight.of it picks all To-element sets.

is Total cost:(17-1) v 1+11).11+E) = ti+E

D

D
since Fr. her, this meansbe saturate

A-approx.;motion rationEl

n+E inf.OPT=f(1+e).> _



What about rounding-based a\g for set cover? _
Arg:14.1ï(set cover via up-rounding) -

1. Findoptimal sold to set (over LB.(Disadvantage: Have to use "power!)
2. Pick all sets Siaxis for-hah Ifin this sol's.r j

Claim is on [approx al g.
Pfl Correctness:why get valid set cover?

L) Recallfrom primal%sit. jestingk j GU.
w
there at most7 f terms in sum

of ïFist. X;"If Fit
0° ï all elements ofU are covered.



Whydo we get approx ratio off?

k In optimal sol's to LP| any

yetiIf >,is rounded tot

*into is rounded too
(obj fen:E
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0°. obi for value rainwear by If.
Let x {isF.} is LPs optimal sol's.
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Chapter 16 Maximum Satisfiability_

Problem16.1 (MAX-SAT)/
-

Input:(NF formulaf: 90,1701+90.1}in

f =̂
CCC

sat (of clauses

c where each c is OR of literals.

20 non-negative weightsw. for each etc.
Output:What is max total weight of satisfied clausesone all assignments xenon".
e.g. f=(vixens)nix,Vt3Vt5who)ilex, vents)

in c, on in,
We,= 2, was:3,we3=9.
OPT = 2+3+9 = 14.

Each xo is a variable.
Each Xior F; is a literal.

NPs-complete!



Notation: -Random variableW total weight of sates find clauses.
we weight Gcontributed to w by clause.

... w =heWe.
few]:Ece.ecw.)=Sfew.)

f linearityof-expectation
=& actwe Pr (satisfying clause?

Algstrategy: -Design 2a\gssaid combine then.
10 Random' assignment= good for large clauses
20 LP relaxation+ randomized rounding

t good for small clauses



Alg I:Random Assignment(for large clauses)
_

1. set each xi=1 with. 12in dependently ï uniformly at adorn.
How well does this do?in what is few]?
Lemma I6.2 If act has kliterals,then ECU.) =(1-2k).w..- ifE [w.) = Predatory c]. we

t
? (X,VXTr.-TX 2k'age:

Pr (satisfy C] =1-Pr [fail to satisfy c]
= -- } kC only 1assignment out. fall 2k possible ones fails!
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